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The 7-hour happier horizons 
self-Talk exercise
How to have more positive self-talk

Four-hour PaPer CliP TeChnique
You may like to try the following Paper Clip technique. Buy a box of paper clips today if 
you don't already have some. As soon as you are dressed tomorrow morning, empty the 
box of paper clips into a clothes pocket. Take note of the time. Then for the next four hours, 

every time you notice that you have a negative thought, take one of the paper clips out of the pocket and put it in another 
pocket. At the end of the four hours, count the number of paper clips in the second pocket. Then divide that number (which 
represents your negative thoughts in a four-hour period) by four, to determine your average negative thoughts per hour.

There is nothing stopping you from doing this technique in a variety of settings. For instance, I have encouraged 
business people, athletes, adults, and students to try the technique. As most people usually have two or more pockets, 
it's relatively easy for them to transfer paperclips. If, however, you are a swimmer or a judo athlete, then due to a 
lack of pockets while training or competing, you can bring two small plastic containers with lids and leave them by 
the pool or in the dojo. If you say something negative, simply transfer a Paper Clip from one container to the other. 
Likewise, I have encouraged Managing Directors of Financial institutions to do this even while in Board meetings. 
No one knows you are doing it, so you shouldn't feel embarrassed, as you won't be drawing attention to yourself.
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Most people are astounded when they learn how many negative thoughts they had, “I was surprised to find out how many 
negative thoughts I had within this period, because I perceive myself as a positive, happy, and optimistic person and the 
number of negative thoughts I had in this time period says otherwise.” In fact, the technique can be quite a wakeup call, 
“I was so shocked due to the number of negative thoughts I had in these four hours. Before I performed this test, I was so 
confident that I wouldn’t reach more than 10 negative thoughts. This number of negative thoughts [19 in 4 hours], made 
me rethink the way I’m thinking.” For others, the technique may actually confirm that they think too negatively, “I was 
not really surprised, because I usually think negatively and blame myself a lot.”

The power of this technique is due to being forced to confront the extent to which you sabotage yourself. The results can 
be staggering for those who are extremely negative, “I am shocked that I am this negative [50 in 4 hours]. I truly believed 
that I was better than that,” while for others the enormity of their actions may not initially sink in, “I was not very 
surprised to have this many negative thoughts, as it was a long period of time.” The technique also allows you to assess 
whether you are focusing on what matters, “Every thought I had was coming to me from different situations. For example, 
the first one when I started to get ill and the second one when I was watching the football match. Every one of them is 
very different than the other bad thought I had.”

Usually people find the technique rewarding afterwards, but some actually gain during the exercise, “Before I started this 
exercise, I thought it would make me look like an idiot or crazy, because it is a strange thing for people to do. However, 
after I started counting my negative thoughts, I realised that it was excellent for reducing anyone’s anger and it keeps my 
mood better, because every time I get angry, I remember that I am just counting my negative thoughts.”
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For some, doing the Paper Clip technique can be just the catalyst they 
need to try more productive approaches, “I never knew how many 
negative thoughts I had until I was really thinking about them in this 
exercise. It is not okay to know how many negative thoughts I have 
and not do something about them.” For others, the technique can 
be self-reinforcing and motivating, “I was very surprised how few 
negative thoughts I had in the four hour period bearing in mind how 
anxious I have been lately.”

CoMMon reaCTionS To The Four-hour PaPer CliP TeChnique
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SelF-Talk
Self-talk is a combination of the thoughts in your mind and the verbalizations you articulate that 
are addressed to yourself. They can involve interpreting feelings and perceptions, regulating and 
perhaps changing evaluations and convictions, and giving instructions and reinforcement. Self-talk 
is thus multi-dimensional. It can be automatic or deliberately generated; overt (audible to others) 
or covert (can't be heard by others); positive, neutral, or negative; and motivating or demotivating.

Self-talk impacts substantially on emotions and behaviours, such as anxiety, depression, job 
search behaviour and re-employment, pain tolerance, participating in exercise, and public 
speaking. For instance, a study of 542 children aged 7 to 15 found that negative self-talk was 
related to heightened levels of anxiety and depression. Sport psychologists have noted it can serve 
both self-instructional functions (e.g., to learn or implement individual skills) and motivational 
functions (e.g., focus on overall performance). Not only can self-talk be used to control behaviours, 
cognitions, and emotions in the task at hand, but it can also be used with non-performance related 
events, such as interacting with fans and the media. In a 2006 analysis of the 
research, Nikos Zourbanos and colleagues concluded, “Research has primarily 
shown the beneficial effects of self-talk on performance… research has 
supported the application of motivational and situational self-talk cues 
for improving sport performance… intervention programs have 
also been observed in sport literature showing the beneficial 
effects of self-talk” (p. 118). For instance, junior tennis players 
who lose matches tend to use more negative self-talk, 
while runners experiencing flow 
(deep task-absorption, cognitive 
efficiency, and intrinsic enjoyment) 
are less likely to use negative self-
talk. Likewise, self-talk has been 
shown to affect performance in a 
variety of sports including athletics, 
basketball, cross-country running, 
dart-throwing, golf, soccer, 
swimming, and Tae Kwon Do.

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.
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Two-hour unCoMForTable 
Drawing aTTenTion TeChnique
Having probably both been surprised by the outcome of the Paper Clip technique and now having 
a better appreciation of the need for positive self-talk, you may now like to try the Uncomfortable 
Drawing Attention technique. Obtain a small writing pad and pen that you can put in your pocket. 
Then, take note of the time. For the next two hours, every time you notice that you have a negative 
thought write them in your notebook immediately. Another approach would be to type them into 
your smart phone.

This technique draws attention to the debilitating effects of your negative thoughts in a very in-
your-face manner. Reasons for having negative self-talk can be as varied as focusing on a damaged 
tee-shirt, being affected by a traffic jam, driving to another country only to find out upon arrival that 
your friend has cancelled their plans to meet you there, arriving at the cinemas and discovering that 
the tickets are sold out, noticing a fly continually chase you, or typing on a computer with a faulty 
keyboard. As a result, you may have thoughts such as: “I’ve woken up late. I think I’m not going to 
get to work on time. Hence, I should just skip work for the day”, “I’m trying to quit smoking, but 
there’s too much pressure, so I’ll probably ask my friends for a cigarette”, “I have a lot to do at work, 
but because I am tired, I will buy an energy drink, even though I know that they are harmful”, or “I 
think some of the people I know wish me bad luck”. Those who are more depressed may even have 
thoughts such as, “Will I ever be anything. I will be just another disappointment”, “If I don’t succeed, 
everyone will abandon me”, “Do my friends really care about me”, and “I will fail – that’s what I am 
good at: failing.”

Now that you have your list of negative thoughts, please read them to a friend; 
family member; religious official; a coach or teammate; your partner; a 
healthcare professional, such as a personal 
trainer or social worker; teacher; or anyone 
you feel moderately close to. Ideally, read 
them with the same intensity and tone 
that you said them to yourself. 
If for example, you said to 
yourself, “Does anyone 
really love me?”, then say 
those exact same words to 
your trusted helper.

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.
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For some people, just imagining asking someone if they 
can read their list to them is anxiety-provoking, 
let alone actually requesting their help. As one 
of my clients noted, “It felt uncomfortable, 
because I usually keep my thoughts to myself.” 
The feeling of anxiety, however, is one of the 
reasons why the technique is so effective. For 
others, the response can be more powerful. For 
instance one man told me, “I felt vulnerable. 
I felt that I was exposing myself more than I 
do with anyone else and that really made me feel 
defensive.” Nevertheless, by the end of the experience, 
"I realised how much I have been hurting myself. So it 
was a good experience.”

This technique helps you acknowledge the debilitating effects your words have on your subsequent 
thoughts (especially your confidence) and behaviour. As a result you are likely to realise, “That 
talking and learning about myself is a positive thing that should not cause me to feel ashamed; it’s 
a way to improve myself.” It is possible, however, that you may not experience any negative feelings, 
“I wasn’t nervous. I was expressing my thoughts freely and trying to replace my negative thoughts 
with positive ones.”

The overall benefit of the technique is that it makes you question the legitimacy of your negative 
thoughts. For instance, you are likely to realise, as one of my clients explained, “the negative 
thoughts I had weren’t facts at all, but rather, restrictions and obstacles that I was putting on 
myself.” You are then likely to want to increase your ratio of positive to negative self-statements, as 
doing so makes life more enjoyable.

The benefit of the technique is well captured in the words of a footballer, “This technique taught 
me how being negative is not going to make me do well. If I’m playing football and feeling so 
negative due to saying to myself, ‘I’m not going to score a goal today,’ then my attitude on the field 
will not be good. Likewise, if another player says to me, ‘You’re not going to score today,’ and I 
believe it, then I might convince myself not to score. But, if I convince myself to score, then I’m 
more likely to play perfect.”

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.

beneFiTS oF The Two-hour unCoMForTable 
Drawing aTTenTion TeChnique
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So is the moral of the story to make a conscious effort 
to not think about a specific negative thing? 

To help you answer this question, 
please look at this picture of a white bear

for the next 30 seconds

(without reading any more of this document):

Page 6 Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.
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The “whiTe bear” exPeriMenT
Do you think as positively as you think you do? I want you to now stop thinking about the white bear. Do 
you think you can stop thinking about it? If you are having negative thoughts or unwelcome daydreams, 
should you consciously tell yourself, “Don’t think about this!”? Reminding yourself not to do something 
is actually not an ideal strategy. Instead, focusing on what matters is more effective. For instance, a 
martial artist is better off focusing on keeping his hands up than focusing on “Don’t let him get me on the 
ground!” But why does focusing on what matters work?

Our pinkish-grey brain, which weighs about three pounds and resembles the size of a grapefruit, is a 
highly complex organ with many sophisticated and specialised parts. For example, before you engage in a 
thoughtful conversation due to the actions of your frontal lobes, you will hear the telephone with the use 
of your temporal lobes, interpret its meaning with the frontal lobes, visually locate it with your occipital 
lobes, and grasp it due to your frontal and parietal lobes. However the different parts of the brain are 
actually highly interconnected and are constantly working together. Hence, no sole part of the brain is 
in charge of emotion, or any other complex psychological function. This massive neurological system, 
comprising more than 100,000,000,000 nerve cells, is traditionally split up by psychologists into three 
layers (brain stem and cerebellum, limbic system, cerebrum). A more recent approach to understanding 
the brain has been to split the brain into two parts: bottom-up mind and top-down mind. To simplify our 
discussions we will use the words “bottom part of the brain” when referring to the bottom-up mind and 
“top part of the brain” when referring to the top-down mind.

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.
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The bottom part of the brain is the most basic part of our brain. It is impulsive (being driven by emotions), 
involuntary, automatic, and thus operates quickly (in milliseconds). It is involved in reflexive attention 
and impulses (such as focusing on a catchy song or clothing), maintains our habitual actions, and favours 
short-term thinking. You are usually not conscious of the actions of your bottom part of your brain. 
The top part of the brain, however, works in a slower manner because it is involved with voluntary efforts 
such as making new plans, learning new ways of behaving, voluntary attention (e.g., looking at a sunset), 
willpower, reading, and having an in-depth conversation. It needs this extra time so it can focus on one 
thing at a time and then think purposefully.

Although the top part of the brain can 
over-ride the lower part of the brain and 
thus stop emotionally driven impulses, 

the brain tends to economise on 
energy, while attempting to get 
optimal results. Hence we tend 
to use the bottom part of the 
brain as much as possible, as 

that part of the brain requires 
less time to do things. But 

for this to happen, we have 
to have tried something 
many times. Initially 
when we learn a new 
skill, we have to use our 
top part of our brain. 

The more we practice 
something, however, the 

more it becomes a habit and thus 
the more we can use the bottom part of our brain, 

especially the basal ganglia. As a result, not only does 
the new skill become easier to perform, but we spend 
less time and effort concentrating on the skill. By the 
time we have reached an expert level of ability, we no 
longer spend any time concentrating on the skill. Thus, 
experts can focus on other elements that non-experts can’t, 
because the non-experts have to focus on the actual skill 
mechanics. For instance, amateur judo athletes spend 
a lot of time focusing on actions such as throws and 
landing. However, by the time they are international 
competitors they can do this automatically and thus 

they can now focus on other more subtle things such 
as reading the other competitor’s body language.

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.Page 8

The boTToM anD ToP ParT oF Your brain
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When we are performing a task that we have completed so many times that it’s routine and we are using our 
bottom part of the brain, problems can arise if, however, we then start consciously thinking about doing the 
task. Take for instance, Lolo Jones, the favourite for the women’s 100-meter hurdles race at the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics. She was easily leading the final with only 2 of the 10 hurdles left to 
clear. Afterwards she said, “The race was just going so smoothly, like in the 
middle part, I caught my rhythm and just everything was just clicking and 
it was like a golden road.” Unfortunately for her, she hit the ninth hurdle, 
stumbled, and finished seventh. She recalled how prior to the race she had 

said, “You know they kept saying, ‘You’re the favourite’ going in and I kept 
saying, ‘You know, it’s the hurdles and anything can happen.’ And it’s 
just so ironic that anything happened to me.” She also mentioned how, “I 
didn’t even see it coming and um, I hit that hurdle and I lost balance.” But 
Daniel Goleman doesn’t think it was so surprising, “She had a sense that 

the hurdles were coming at her too fast. With that, Jones had the thought 
Make sure you don’t get sloppy in your technique… Make sure your legs 
are snapping out. With those words, she… tightened up a bit too much – 

and hit the ninth hurdle… Instead of just leaving the job to the motor 
circuits that had practiced these moves to mastery, Jones had shifted 
from relying on her bottom-up system to interference from the top.” 
It is not altogether surprising this happened. Although Lolo says 
she only hits a hurdle twice a year, she acknowledged, “There was a 
lot of stress and emphasis for the Americans to bring back medals, 
especially gold and normally I feed and love pressure you know, 

LSU, national championships. I’m use to this, but um, I don’t know, 
it’s a different stage and I didn’t do it!”

So the take home message is to not think about things that the bottom part 
of the brain is handling well. Elite soccer players can quickly dribble a ball 

around a set of cones, as they can do so with their bottom part of their brain. 
But ask them to do so, while also noticing which side of their feet they use to 
control the ball and the amount of errors they make increases, as now they have 
to use the top part of their brain. Not surprisingly, being told, “Don’t do…” 
causes you to be more likely to use the top part of your brain, especially your 

prefrontal cortex and not let your bottom part of your brain do the task 
automatically, because the comment unintentionally acts as a cue to 
increase the likelihood of doing what you are not meant to do.

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.

Don'T Think abouT ThingS The  
boTToM ParT oF The brain hanDleS well
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In 1987, Daniel Wegner and colleagues had some fun with this. They directed students to talk into a tape 
recorder about whatever they were thinking about, however, they were instructed not to think about a white 
bear. As a result, the students mentioned a white bear about once per minute, even though they knew they 
were not meant to talk about it! While attending to other thoughts or tasks, the students’ attention eventually 
wandered and they reminded themselves that they had something to do. As a result, they naturally thought 
about a white bear. The white bear image also became associated with the thought and/or task the students 
used to distract themselves and thus it became even more memorable. Hence, the very act of attempting 
to suppress a thought often times results in an obsession with that thought. Therefore, coaches, teachers, 
parents, and employers should ensure that if they ever say, “Don’t do…”, then they should also follow up with 
advice as to what to do.

Due to the perceived threat of the hurdles coming at her too fast, Lolo’s amygdala were activated. This caused 
the right prefrontal cortex to be overwhelmed. This happens to all of us when we fear something, unlike 
the winner of the hurdles final, Dawn Harper, who said, “I just kept my head down and focused on me... I 
just executed all the way to the finish.” The good news, except for Lolo, is that usually we have more time 
than the two seconds she had left to get to the finish line and with this additional time, our (and Lolo’s) left 
prefrontal cortex can calm the aroused amygdala. However, not everyone can do this effectively or quickly. 
Hardy people, those who are emotionally resilient, can recover from such situations quicker because they 
have close to thirty times more left prefrontal cortex activation than non-hardy individuals. Thankfully we 
can all increase the power of our left prefrontal cortex and thus calm our amygdala.

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.

Your leFT PreFronTal CorTex Can CalM 
Your arouSeD aMYgDala
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How can you increase the power of your left prefrontal cortex and calm your 
amygdala? Similarly, how can you simply focus on what matters? Arguably 
the most effective way is to use diaphragmatic breathing. My clients note 
doing diaphragmatic breathing for 60 seconds causes them to feel, “more 
positive, calm, and successful,” “relaxed and smile more,” and thus they have 
“clearer and more positive thoughts”, and “can concentrate more.” Research 
findings support such statements. For instance, a healthy person with 
normal blood pressure was monitored by researchers while he performed 
diaphragmatic breathing every two hours for two weeks. At the end of 
the two weeks, his systolic blood pressure had decreased by 5.9 mmHg. 
Similarly, researchers randomly assigned 67 asthmatic adults to either 
16 weeks of diaphragmatic breathing training, 16 weeks of physical 
exercise, or a wait list control group. The adults in the diaphragmatic 
training group relaxed so much that they experienced a reduction in 
intensity of asthmatic symptoms and a reduced amount of asthma 
medication.

So now you may like to try the One-Hour Diaphragmatic 
Breathing Testing Technique. Place some paper clips in 
one of your clothes pockets. Take note of the time. Close 
your eyes and breathe slowly and diaphragmatically 
for the next 60 seconds. To do this you need to 
breathe very slowly in through your nose and let 
your stomach expand. Then without holding your 
breath, breathe out through your mouth and let 
your stomach get smaller. Ideally you want to 
breathe 2 to 4 breaths per minute. Then for the 
next one hour, every time you notice that you 
have a negative thought, take one of the paper 
clips out of your pocket and place it in another 
pocket. At the end of the hour, count the number 
of paper clips in the second pocket. Then compare 
your number in this hour with your average 
negative thoughts per hour when performing the  
Four-hour Paper Clip technique.

one-hour DiaPhragMaTiC 
breaThing TeSTing TeChnique

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.
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Most people have less negative thoughts after completing 60 seconds of diaphragmatic breathing. You may be 
surprised just how effective it is. Clients doing this one-hour test have told me that, “I was surprised that the 
number of negative thoughts decreased from 10 per hour to 2”, “it helps me look at the other side of life which 
is positive”, “I loved the way I felt in the one hour period”, and “I’m really happy to reduce my negative thoughts 
and ignore things that make me angry”. Those who do it regularly experience a variety of benefits, including, “it 
has helped me a lot when I communicate with others, as it makes me more relaxed; I feel more social, friendly, 
and happier”, “every time I do it I feel real good; it is so helpful after a long busy day”, and “It makes me care less 
about stuff that doesn’t matter; I just forget about them and do more good things.”

One of my clients best summed up the technique, “It’s a cheap price to pay to get rid of negative thoughts and 
become more relaxed.” Hence, maybe you would like to teach others how to do it. They are likely to appreciate 
it, “I learned that it could amazingly reduce all my negative thoughts. I even told my friends about it and I told 
them it is like magic. Within a minute you’ll realise that you are really relaxed. At first they started laughing at 
me, but when they started, they thanked me for helping them.”

Clearly a key to the effectiveness of the technique is to use it regularly! Another tip is to lay down on the ground, 
with your knees bent approximately 90 degrees, your knees almost vertically above your hips, and your heels and 
calf muscles resting on a chair. As before, inhale slowly and deeply through your nose while letting your stomach 
rise, but not your chest. Then exhale slowly through your mouth. Using a pursed-lip action, like when whistling, 
is ideal. After breathing in this position for 60 seconds, you may find that you feel as if you are melting into the 
ground. As a result, you will have less negative thoughts.

Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.
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DiaPhragMaTiC breaThing TeSTing TeChnique
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By the way, did you think about the white bear while doing the 
One-Hour Diaphragmatic Breathing Testing Technique?

Page 13 Copyright © Happier Horizons. All rights reserved.

The 7-hour haPPier horizonS SelF-Talk exerCiSe 
ConSiSTS oF:
Four-hour Paper Clip Technique,

Two-Hour Uncomfortable Drawing Attention Technique, and

One-Hour Diaphragmatic Breathing Testing Technique
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Once you have completed the 7-hour Happier Horizons Self-talk Exercise you should now start practicing the Happier 
Horizons Thriving Habit. This is an effective five-minute routine which incorporates several techniques (Affirmation, 
Diaphragmatic Breathing, Goal-setting, Meditation, Mental Imagery, Progressive Muscular Relaxation, Thought 
Stoppage) that research has shown helps individuals live a more thriving life. You can learn more in the separate Thriving 
Habit handout.

It will probably take you several weeks practice before you become truly proficient at performing the Thriving Habit, as you 
need to learn the eight steps sufficiently well that you don’t make any mistakes, can perform them effortlessly, sequentially 
without delay, and have ample clarity in the imagery steps.

Once you have practiced the Thriving Habit every day for a few weeks, then you should consider doing the two-hour 
Thriving Habit Testing Technique. Place some paper clips in one of your clothes pockets. Take note of the time and do 
the Thriving Habit. For the next two hours, every time you notice that you have a negative thought, take one of the paper 
clips out of your pocket and place it in another pocket. At the end of the two hours, count the number of paper clips in the 
second pocket. Then divide that number by two to determine your average negative thoughts per hour. Then compare your 
average number with your average number in the Four-hour Paper Clip Technique.

Eleven male clients completed the Four-hour Paper Clip Technique, Two-Hour Uncomfortable Drawing Attention 
Technique, and the One-Hour Diaphragmatic Breathing Testing Technique. I then taught them how to do the Thriving 
Habit until they were fully competent. Then they performed it on 14 sequential days and wrote about their experiences in 
a Thriving Habit Diary. Seven days later they performed the Two-Hour Thriving Habit Testing Technique. As you can 
see in the table below, the average number of negative thoughts my clients had was about half in the Two-Hour Thriving 
Habit Testing Technique (1.2) what they had in the initial Four-hour Paper Clip Technique (2.1).

Two-hour ThriVing habiT TeSTing TeChnique

Four-hour paper clip Technique one-hour 
DiaphragmaTic 

BreaThing 
TesTing 

Technique

Two-hour Thriving haBiT TesTing 
Technique

numBer oF 
negaTive ThoughTs 

in 4 hours

average numBer 
oF negaTive 
ThoughTs in  

1 hour

numBer oF negaTive 
ThoughTs in 2 hours

average numBer 
oF negaTive 
ThoughTs in  

1 hour

person 1 19 4.75 1 2 1

person 2 6 1.5 4 2 1

person 3 8 2 2 0 0

person 4 9 2.25 3 1 0.5

person 5 2 3 1 10 5

person 6 4 1 1 2 1

person 7 5 1.25 0 2 1

person 8 6 1.5 2 1 0.5

person 9 7 1.75 1 1 0.5

person 10 7 1.75 2 2 1

person 11 9 2.25 1 3 1.5

AVERAGE 2.1 1.6 1.2
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